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ABSTRACT 

As smartphones and portable devices have become mainstream, the battery-life demands of end 

users continue to drive research into power efficient designs. Given the limited improvement in 

battery technology over the years, restricting power consumption while maintaining performance 

continues to challenge the electronics and computer industry. In particular, the computation and 

storage demands have far exceeded the available resources in mobile and deeply embedded devices . 

Also, as we move towards sub 10nm technologies, large sized memory become part of the 

processor chips. Hence, memory architectures provide opportunities for improved power and 

speed performance of computing systems. In this research, we build upon our work in memory 

circuits and architectures towards novel applications, such as machine learning, with a goal 

towards improved experience for the users . 

Our initial work has focused on improved SRAM, register files and content-addressable memories : 

(i) ultra-low voltage embedded SRAM for low power mobile video applications, (ii) novel clock

biased local bit line scheme for high performance energy efficient register files, (iii) a 

circuit/architecture co-design technique for power efficient register files , (iv) content-addressable 
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memory (CAM), with emphasis on pipelining and (v) a new CAM technique that improves the 

performance of the CAM structure significantly. We integrate these studies in developing reliable, 

low power and high performance memory systems, register files and content-addressable memory 

designs and specifically focused on their impact in in-memory computation architectures for 

different machine learning models. 

We have investigated how in-memory computation architectures can improve the speed and reduce 

the power consumed for modern machine learning applications. For today's machine learning (ML) 

applications, the challenge is that the state of the art ML models are complex. Traditional ML 

computation requires a nontrivial set of paths to access and transfer data. Because of the large 

number of data access per calculation, energy spent on transferring data from memories usually 

are orders-of-magnitude higher than for computation. Managing or preventing data movement can 

significantly increase the speed and energy efficiency of many ML tasks. Towards this end, an 

energy efficient in-memory computing kernel for an ML linear classifier has been developed. 

Compared with conventional discrete systems, this scheme achieves over six times power 

improvement, while improving the reliability by about 55%. A split-data-aware technique to 

manage process, voltage and temperature variations is introduced to conquer the reliability issue. 

A tri-modal architecture and hierarchical tree structure are used to further restrict power 

consumption. Our scheme provides a fast, energy efficient, and competitively accurate binary 

classification kernel. 
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Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Led by Moore's law, the semiconductor industry's successful manufacturing at the nanoscopic 

scale demonstrated great technological innovation. However, consistently reducing feature size 

eventually pits the field against our current understanding of physics. Thus, while feature size 

reduction affords unique opportunities, innovating transistor architectures bears longer-term gains. 

Despite the extraordinary challenges of balancing performance, power efficiency, and reliability, 

the semiconductor field continues to advance. This dissertation focuses on creative, low-power, 

high speed, and reliable application driven memory circuits and architecture designs. 

1.1. POWER, RELIABILITY AND PERFORMANCE 

As shown in Figure 1-1 , the number of transistors per chip grew relentlessly over the past forty 

years . Under this continuous technology scaling, the microprocessor power consumption trend 

continues to increase at an enormous rate. Therefore, low power design is essential for nearly all 

applications, from battery-powered mobile devices to high performance processors. 
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Figure 1-1: Moore's law(l971-2016) 

In addition to power consumption, the feature-size reduction of CMOS technology resulted in 

concerning amounts ofreliability degradation. Process-Voltage-Temperature, also known as PVT, 

continues to challenge today's circuit designers. Process variation is the naturally occurring 

variation in the attributes of transistors (length, widths, oxide thickness) when integrated circuits 

are fabricated. SRAM failures at low voltage become more severe with the increasing process 

variation as technology scales. It usually leads to threshold voltage (Vth) variation and SRAM cell 

failures. The two major variations for the manufacturing process fall into one of two categories: 

systematic and random variation. Besides that, today modem chips typically work on 1 V - 1.2V 

support voltage because ofthe demand for lower power dissipation. However, certain subtle effects 
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such as NBTI/PBTI occur as voltage variation ofthe circuit. To guarantee circuit operation, voltage 

variation becomes another necessary consideration for today's circuit designers. 

In many areas, obtaining high speed comes at the cost of higher power dissipation. However, 

urgent demand exists for power-efficient and portable devices. This further constrains circuit 

designers as they attempt to improve circuit performance without sacrificing system power 

efficiency. Many techniques exist to provide a reasonable power-performance tradeoff. 

1.2. DISSERTATION OBJECTIVES 

This dissertation aims at exploring circuit and architecture level solutions for developing power 

efficient, high performance and reliable memory circuits and architecture designs. The 

methodologies and techniques developed in this dissertation apply to a wide range of applications, 

including mobile multimedia applications, high-speed computing with multi-core microprocessors, 

ultra-low-power IoT devices and high performance in-memory computing machine learning 

applications. 

1.2.1 Static random access memory 

Static random access memory, known as SRAM, is a memory structure highly used in embedded 

and other electronic devices to store the bit value. Among all the SRAM designs, 6T SRAM, is the 

most commonly used because of its compact structure. In SRAM cells, read failure and write 

failure are two most important failure mechanisms. The read failure occurs if the voltage difference 

of the two bit-lines is smaller than the offset voltage of the sense amplifiers. On the other hand, if 

a cell cannot be written successfully, write failure happens. Traditionally, the reliability of SRAM 

cells is measured in terms of static noise margin (SNM). The read SNM and write SNM are both 
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reduced significantly as the voltage Vdd scales, so the stability becomes an important issue in 

SRAM with voltage scaling. 

To improve the reliability and reduce the power consumption, more SRAM structures, such as 8T 

bit cell and lOT bit cell [1] , are designed. These two cells isolate the read port from the 

conventional 6T storage cell which achieves superior read ability. Comparing with the 

conventional 6T SRAM cell, the static noise margin in 8T and 1OT are significantly improved. 

Here, we develop a low power SRAM for MPEG-4 video processors. It uses high and low voltage 

for upper and lower bits to balance the power consumption and reliability. In addition, we develop 

a hybrid bit cell array to exploit their power efficiency in video applications. Additionally, we 

implement the hybrid structure to conquer the negative bias temperature instability effect, and a 

trimodal register files technique, where register files are designed to switch among three modes to 

restrict the unnecessary leakage current. 

1.2.2 Content addressable memory 

Content addressable memory (CAM) is a memory that implements the lookup-table function. It 

compares the input search data against a table ofstored data and returns the address ofthe matching 

data in a single clock cycle. [2]. Comparing with other hardware-based and software-based search 

system, the speed ofCAM is faster. CAM is commonly used in applications such as address lookup 

in Internet routers, pattern recognition, data compression and network security, where requires 

high search speeds. In past decades, content-addressable memories (CAMs) have become one of 

the best choices in various applications, such as network routing [3] because of its fast search 

ability. It classifies and forwards Internet protocol (IP) packets by comparing the destination 

address of a packet to all the routes and then selecting the most suitable one. 
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CAM has many advantages in particular fast search ability; however, the high speed of CAM 

structure comes at the cost of high power consumption. With the increasing size of CAM 

applications, the problem ofpower becomes more serious. The performance ofpacket forwarding, 

classification, switching and other functions which are dominated in network routers are all limited 

to the power problem. How to reduce the power consumption without sacrificing the speed, area 

and complexity becomes one of the most significant research topics in large capacity CAM domain 

[3] . Due to the frequent lookup and parallel comparison, the precharge and discharge processes in 

match lines and search lines are the major power consumers in CAM structure. In general, match 

lines and search lines contribute more than 50% [ 4] of the power consumption in the conventional 

CAM structure. In our research, we develop two high speed and low power CAM designs by 

implementing pipeline techniques in match line and search line. In addition to that, we are 

introducing multi-bank architecture into our design to improve the comparison speed. 

1.2.3 In-memory computation for machine learning applications 

Machine learning is a type of artificial intelligence (AI) that provides computers with the ability 

to learn without being explicitly programmed [5] . In the field of machine learning, linear 

classification remains a fundamental yet rigorously studied technique as it provides a rapid method 

to differentiate or map a set of features to classes [ 6]. Studies indicate linear classification accuracy 

remains competitive for many tasks while providing inherent classification speed and 

computational efficiency compared with deep neural networks . In a conventional von Neumann 

architecture (CVN), the CPU requires data locality for normal operations. Thus, data-driven 

models require large amounts of data movement to fuel the CPU or GPU in classification-based 

tasks. These transfers present an 1/0 bottleneck and increase machine operating costs due to energy 

consumption [7] [8]. These challenges also illustrate the difficulty machine learning algorithms 
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face in the mobile environment: as memory-bound tasks, they perform inefficiently due to their 

CVN nature and the associated memory barrier worsens battery drain. Many architectures have 

been implemented to integrate memory and compute in different applications. 

Providing power improvements and latency reductions in embedded systems, in-memory 

computing (IMC) offers compelling machine-learning abilities that improve both speed and energy 

efficiency. Unlike conventional von Neumann architectures that suffer memory bottlenecks, in

memory computing (IMC) designs dramatically reduce data movement. Many IMC designs exist 

that reduce the power consumption and improve memory-bound task performance. In [9] , an in

memory computing random forest (RF) machine learning classifier is presented to minimize the 

energy-delay product (EDP) by co-optimizing the algorithm-architecture circuit. The interconnect 

complexity and irregular memory accesses is avoided by implementing deterministic subsampling 

(DSS) and balanced decision trees. The in-memory computations embedded in standard 6T SRAM 

minimize the memory transfer and significantly reduce the EDP. In [10] , a 4 + 2T SRAM is 

presented to improve the static noise margin for memory computing applications. At the same time, 

comparing with conventional 8T SRAM, 15% area saving is achieved. In [9] , a multi-functional 

in-memory interference processor integrated circuit (IC) is presented and a deep in-memory 

architecture (DIMA) is employed. In DIMA, it accesses multiple rows of a standard 6T SRAM bit 

cell array per precharge. By analyzing the different bit line voltage drops, its column pitch-matched 

low-swing analog circuit distinguishes the multiple rows outputs from standard 6T SRAM array. 

It significantly reduces the energy cost due to less number of data access over conventional 

architectures. In our research, we develop an in-memory computing linear classifier for machine 

learning applications to reduce the power consumption during the memory transfer. 
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1.3. CONTRIBUTIONS AND ORGANIZATION 

This dissertation is organized into 6 chapters. Chapter 1 is the introduction. 

Chapter 2 presents the initial works in SRAM and register files domain. In SRAM domain, an 

ultra-low power SRAM design is presented for MPEG-4 video processors. Besides that, by 

exploring the nature of the pixel data, we achieve a power efficient SRAM design which includes 

three techniques : hybrid bit cell array, SDA technique and bit-truncation technique to conquer 

process variation and NBTI aging effect. In register files domain, a clock-biased local bit line 

design is presented to overcome the power consumption on keep structure in register files . By 

referring the hybrid cell structure implemented in SRAM research, a hybrid-cell register files 

design is presented to overcome the NBTI reliability. At the end ofChapter 2, a circuit-architecture 

co-design technique for power efficient and reliable tri-modal register files is presented by 

exploring register activity to improve the power efficiency. 

Chapter 3 presents a novel technique to design high performance Content-addressable memories 

(CAMs ), with lower power and latency as compared to other similar structures. The first technique 

is to pipeline the search operation by distributing single matching operation into several segments 

for different search-line registers . Speed is improved significantly since four search-line registers 

are comparing in parallel. Meanwhile, by disabling the subsequent segments, the power 

consumption is also reduced. The second technique is to improve the speed further by using multi

bank search data registers structure. 

Chapter 4 presents a novel technique to reduce the power and latency in content-addressable 

memories (CAMs). The first technique is to discontinue the unnecessarily subsequent search-line 

precharge process based on pipelined match line searching operation. Speed is improved 
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significantly smce search-line registers are companng m parallel. Meanwhile, the power 

consumption is also significantly reduced by disabling the sub sequential match-line and search

line precharge process. The second technique is to improve the speed further by implementing 

split-path match-line circuit into each match-line segment. 

In Chapter 5, we develop an in memory computing machine-learning classifier implemented in 

hybrid SRAM array. Large-scale machine learning algorithms require extensive memory 

interactions. Managing or preventing data movement can significantly increase the speed and 

efficiency of many machine learning tasks . Towards this end, we devise an energy efficient in

memory computing kernel for a machine learning linear classifier and prototype. We employ a 

split-data-aware technique to manage process, voltage and temperature variations. Decreasing 

power consumption further, we utilize a tree-based and trimodal architecture. Our scheme provides 

a fast, energy efficient, and competitively accurate binary classification kernel. 
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Chapter 2 

BACKGROUND RESEARCH 

In this chapter, we present our initial works in memory circuits and architecture for low power 

special purpose applications. 

2.1. VARIATION-AND-AGING A WARE LOW POWER EMBEDDED 
SRAM 

The first research [11] in SRAM domain is to optimize the embedded SRAM structure for 

multimedia application. MPEG-4 is one of the most popular video codec standards [12] [13] in 

multimedia communications. Due to the intensive computation, these multimedia applications 

require highly frequent embedded memory accesses. Accordingly, embedded SRAM consumes 

large power, limiting the battery lifetime of portable devices . A variation and aging effect aware 

low power embedded SRAM is designed for MPEG-4 video processors. Based on the spatial 

voltage scaling, we determines the optimal voltage for HOBs, thereby achieving additional power 

savings. Simulation results show that 85%, 90%, and 79% reduction in write power, read power, 

and leakage current can be obtained as compared to standard SRAM design. At the same time, 
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72%, 80%, and 62% reduction in write power, read power, and leakage current can be achieved as 

compared to existing SVS design. 

2.1.1 PSNR analysis 

In our analysis, we use Peak-signal-noiseratio (PSNR) as the frame quality metric [14]. 

( 255)
PSNR = 20 · log10 ✓ MsE (3) 

where MSE is the mean square error between the original videos (Org) and the degraded videos 

(Deg), as expressed in ( 4): 

MSE = ~n If;,c/ I 1,:-J[Org(i,j) - Deg(i,j)] 2 (4) 

Due to the highly frequent accesses, embedded SRAM consumes large power consumption, which 

is the dominant contributor to the whole MPEG-4 decoder [ 13] . Accordingly, to reduce the power 

consumption, the voltage of on chip SRAM is usually over-scaled in MPEG-4 decoder. However, 

the scaled V dd degrades the output quality significantly due to the propagation of error in frame 

reconstruction process. 

2.1.2 Variation-Aging aware Low Power SRAM 

To achieve higher power savings, we propose a novel memory design based on SVS: the higher n 

HOBs are stored in cells with high V<l<l (Vdd_Hi) to enhance its reliability and the LOBs are stored 

in cells with low V<l<l (Vctct_Lo). Different from SVS, we apply an optimal high voltage instead of 

normal voltage to enhance the power efficiency. 



SNM has been the standard way of analyzing SRAM cell stability. However, the read operation is 

a not a static process. It also depends on the bit-line capacitance and word-line period strongly 

[15]. SNM assumes an infinite word-line period, overestimating the read failure. 
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Figure 2-1: Determining Vdd_H;.(a) SNM based result; (b) Dynamic approach based result. 

Figure 2-1 compares the simulation result based on SNM and dynamic approach. We can see that, 

based on SNM simulation, Vdd_Hi should be equal to V <ld, as adopted in SVS. However, based on 

the dynamic simulation approach, when Vdd_Hi is 0.6 V, the voltage difference between two bit

lines is 100 mV. IfVctct_Hi continues to scale, the bit-line voltage difference will less than 100 mV 

and it results in a read failure. Accordingly, the optimal V dd_Hi in the proposed design is 0.6V. 

Another important design concern is the number of cells with Vdd_Hi (n). In high performance 

systems, as n increases, the reliability would be improved. At the same time, the power 

consumption becomes increased. We determined n base on PSNR degradation characteristics. As 

n decreases from 4 to 3, the PSNR degradation is increased from 5.9% to 20%. Therefore, to keep 
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the frame quality with no significant degradation (<6%), we select n=4 to achieve good frame 

output. 

BL Lo BLB LoVdd Lo Vdd Lo 
WL L 

~-,_ ------------------------------------- ·~' ~ 
(8-n) =4 LOBs ' Inverters 

I Vdd Hi=0.6V I [ Vdd Lo=0.4V I 
:bi t 8 lb it 5 --, ,b_i~4 bit 1 
I 
I 
I 

n=4 HOBs ,,_ 
I , ; ~ ----------------------------------------~ , 

' BL Hi \ 

Vdd Hi dd Hi B H i ' 

Figure 2-2: Schematic of proposed SRAM design 

The schematic of proposed SRAM is shown in Figure 2-2: Schematic ofproposed SRAM design. 

Similar to SVS, the largest challenge is to generate two different word-line voltages in a single 

array. We adopt voltage configuration scheme in [16] in our design which generates the different 

voltage based on inverters. As an output of decoder is zero, the memory array connected to the 

low word-line is enabled. By using two inverters with Vdd_Hi and Vdd_Lo, the high word-line (WL_Hi) 

and low word-line (WL_Lo) are generated. Note that, since the low-to-high delay is more critical 

to get fast world-line signals, large PMOS transistors are preferable in inverters. 
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Figure 2-3: Read power, write power, and leakage current improvement ofour proposed design as compared to the 
standard design (Vdd_H;= vdd_Lo= 1V) and the svs design (Vdd_H;= 1V and vdd_Lo=0.4V) 

2.1.3 Layout 

We designed the layout of novel SRAM, as shown in Figure 2-4: Layout design. The area of 

inverters and a cell are 900x360 nm2 and 1316.25x360 nm2
, respectively. Therefore, the inserted 

inverters take up about 68% of a cell area. 

Vd1d H lnv,ert,ers y:d.1d, L .,...,_____.-·:,_ 1-t----111~1--...... ________...,... -'---•11114 E 

~~.......l!-:i:.....;~~~~~~.....;.~~~~~~~;;.....~~~~~~.....~.,_,;~~*~ 
~ 

11812.5 nm 

Figure 2-4: Layout design. 

As compared to standard SRAM design, our design achieves up to 90% power saving in read and 

write operation. At the same time, leakage current is also restricted significantly. 

2.2. ULTRA-LOW VOLTAGE SPLIT-DATA-AWARE EMBEDDED SRAM 

In this research [17] , we present a split-data-aware (SDA) I0T and 8T (SDA-10T-8T) embedded 

SRAM design for power-efficient mobile video applications. Although supply voltage scaling used 

in previous research is one of the most effective techniques to reduce both leakage and dynamic 
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power consumption [ 18]. However, designing embedded SRAM for ultra-low voltage operation is 

challenging because the noise margin of conventional SRAM deteriorates significantly due to 

process variation and the negative bias temperature instability (NBTI) aging effect, as shown in 

Figure 2-5. Also, the low area cost requirement of embedded SRAM is an important design 

concern. 

BL Vdd Vdd BLB 

Wp /Lpu PR _..0.2 
=100/50 > 

~0 1 /
Wpo/Lpo · SNM under 

=200/50 Process variation 

0
. (0.026v) 
0 0.1 0.2 0.3-- Q (V) 

Figure 2-5: Standard 6T SRAM and deteriorated static noise margin (SNM) due to process variation and the NBTI 
effect (Wpu : WPD: WAX= 1: 2: 1.5). 

By exploring the nature of the pixel data, we use the following techniques to enable a reliable 

operation at 0.36 V under process variation and NBTI aging effect: 1) a hybrid lOT + 8T hybrid 

array to improve read static noise margin and reduce the read power simultaneously; 2) a SDA 

scheme to further increase the write margin and the write power efficiency; 3) a bit-truncation 

technique to achieve small area overhead. 
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2.2.1 Hybrid Bitcell Array Design 

BLn,,--- -- -- --- --- ', , ,- -- --- -- --- -- -, BL 
' LRBL ' ,' l,RBL \ 
I I 

WWL : RWL 
_!_ iRWL--1 - 1 

6T torage cell 

Figure 2-6: Conventional 1 OT and BT bitcells with a conventional 6T storage cell and separate read port. 

In the proposed design, we use a 1OT + 8T hybrid bitcell array to exploit their power efficiency in 

video applications. Figure 2-6 shows the structure of conventional 8T bitcell and the 1OT bitcell 

in [1].We can see that these two cells isolate the read port from the conventional 6T storage cell, 

achieving superior read stability. As compared to the conventional 8T cell, the readout circuit of a 

1OT SRAM cell includes an inverter and a transmission gate, and it does not need a precharge 

circuit in bitlines. Therefore, the voltage on the bitline does not switch as the readout data bits are 

consecutive, suppressing the read power effectively. MSBs in pixel data have a high probability 

of keeping "O" and "1 ," so we adopt lOT bitcells to store MSBs in pixel data. To reduce the area 

overhead, we use conventional 8T bitcells for LSBs. 

However, both 1 OT and 8T bitcells suffer from write half select disturb. To overcome this, a data

aware (DA) technique was proposed in [19] , as shown in Figure 2-7 (a). During the write operation, 

the enabled row-based word line (RWL) and column based DA write word line (WWL or /WWL) 

select a cell, and the stability of half-selected cells would not be affected. Therefore, the DA 

technique achieves a cross-point write structure, enabling a bit-interleaving architecture. 
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2.2.2 SDA Technique 

The DA technique eliminates write half-select disturb, facilitating aggressive voltage scaling in 

memory. However, it suffers from large power consumption in the write operation. This is because 

the row-based shared footer is controlled by the RWL. During write operation, RWL is enabled to 

tum on the shared footer and the readout path is only controlled by the stored data Q [see Figure 

2-7(a)]. Therefore, the floating high read bit-line (LRBL) may be discharged ifQ turns on the read

out path, inducing large dynamic power, as shown in Figure 2-7(b ). To reduce the large write 

power, we proposed a SDA technique for 8T and lOT cells. As shown in Figure 2-7(a), SDA 

isolates LRBL in the write operation by separating the control signal of shared footer (WL) from 

RWL: WL is enabled for both read and write operations while RWL is only enabled for read 

operation. Accordingly, SDA eliminates unnecessary transitions of LRBL and suppresses the 

power consumption [see Figure 2-7(b)]. To implement the SDA scheme, the split WL and RWL 

can be easily obtained based on the write-enable signal in the existing word line decoder. 
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Figure 2-7: (a) Proposed SDA technique. (b) Waveform ofLRBL in the write operation. (c) Power savings of 
proposed SDA-8T as compared to DA-BT. 

Figure 2-7(c) compares the power consumption of proposed SDA-8T and DA-8T cells in write 

operations. As shown, the write power can be reduced up to 90% by the proposed SDA scheme. 
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Note that the proposed SDA technique can be applied for other SRAM bitcells with conventional 

6T storage cell and an isolated read port. 

2.2.3 Bit-Truncation Technique 

Embedded SRAMs usually occupy a large portion of area in a video chip, and therefore the area 

cost of the embedded SRAM is an important design concern. However, as compared to 

conventional 6T bitcells, 8T and lOT bitcells in our proposed SDA-10T-8T scheme both consume 

a larger layout area. To reduce the area overhead, we adopt a bit truncation technique based on the 

insignificant contribution of LSBs in pixel data. This method has been applied widely in low

power video compression applications to reduce computation complexity [20]. Here, we use it to 

achieve area-efficient embedded SRAM design: the last two less important bits of each pixel are 

skipped and replaced with zeros. 

2.2.4 Array Architecture of the Proposed SRAM 

Figure 2-8(b) shows the array architecture of the proposed hybrid SRAM, where the total array 

size is 32 k bit and there are four blocks. A hierarchical bitline scheme (local RBL and global RBL) 

is applied to reduce the delay time. To further enable high performance in ultra-low voltage 

operation, we determine that the number of bit-cells per LBL is 32. Based on the above analysis, 

for each 8-bit pixel data, the first three MSBs (81h - fo) are stored in 1 OT cells and the rest bits are 

stored in 8T bits . 
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Figure 2-8: (a) Optimal number ofJOT cells. (b) Array architecture ofthe proposed SRAM 
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Figure 2-9: (a) Active power consumption. Hybrid: 6T+8T design; SDA-1: 8-bit SDA-JOT-8T; SDA-11: 6-bit SDA-
1OT-BT. (b) Leakage current with worst-case data pattern. (c) Leakage-induced voltage drop with 32 cells on local 

read bit-line. 

Figure 2-9(a) shows the power saving of our proposed technique [13] over a standard SRAM 

design. It can be seen that significant power saving can be achieved with our technique. As 

compared to the conventional 6T design with Vctct = 1 V, 91.8% and 95% active power reduction 

can be obtained for the proposed 8-bit and 6-bit SDA-10T-8T (with the bit-truncation technique), 

respectively. 

2.3. CLOCK-BIASED LOCAL BIT LINE FOR HIGH PERFORMANCE RF 

Starting from the this research [21] , we start to extend our previous jobs to register files area. Since 

the structure of register files are similar but more complex than SRAM, we start to detect the 

possibility to introduce our technologies used in before jobs into this area. A clock-biased LBL 

(CB-LBL) scheme is proposed for high performance register files here. The novelty of our 
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contribution is that the proposed CB-LBL provides a significant read performance boost, power 

savings, parametric yield improvement, while still maintaining similar noise immunity and low 

design complexity. 

2.3.1 RF power consumption analysis 

In modem microprocessors, the register files read stage is usually on the critical path and its read 

latency limits the achievable maximum operating frequency [22] [23] [24] [25]. Accordingly, wide 

fan-in dynamic circuits are forced in use for LBL and global bit lines (GBL) in register files to 

speed up the read operation. However, there are two main challenges to design LBL: 1. the bit line 

structure takes up to 70% of the dynamic power consumption of register files , so the power 

efficiency of LBL has become a great concern; 2. the aggressive scaling of CMOS technology 

along with increasing levels ofprocess variations has adversely impacted the yield of LBL. Since 

the PMOS keeper usually can be redesigned with low overhead, many researchers focus on the 

LBL design with effective keeper techniques. 

2.3.2 Overview of CB-LBL 

Proposed CB-LBL: The bit line topology of a 64-entries X 32b register file shown in Figure 2-1 0a 

consists of 8-way LB Ls and each LBL supports a single-ended read with eight cells followed by a 

2-way merge and a 4-way GBL. Unlike a conventional LBL design with standard threshold voltage 

(Vth) PMOS keeper, CB-LBL employs a high Vth PMOS keeper in low-power (LP) technology 

and its body bias voltage (Vbk) has the same period as the clock signal of LBL (CLK _ LBL). In the 

precharge stage (CLK _ LBL = 0), the LP PMOS pre-charger is 'ON' and it charges the dynamic 

node ofLBL to V dd. When CLK _ LBL becomes high, LBL enters the evaluation stage. At the start 

ofevaluation, V bk is kept at V dd and the LP keeper works as a weak keeper to reduce the contention 
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current. Therefore, if there is a conductive pulldown path, the dynamic node will discharge to zero 

with higher speed and lower short-circuit current. After this switching process is completed, Vbk 

is reduced to Vbk_min and a strong keeper with forward body bias (FBB) voltage is applied to 

improve the robustness to noise and leakage current. 
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Figure 2-10: Schematic ofCB-LBL technique (a), BEG (b) 

Our body bias generator (BBG) of Vbk uses a ' clock-delay-unit combined' scheme, as shown in 

Figure 2-1 Ob. First, an inversed signal Vcte1,yect is extracted from the clock delay unit between 

CLK_LBL and CLK_ GBL, allowing a fast switching process with a weak keeper. 

Next, an LP PMOS transistor (adjuster) is connected to raise the minimum value ofVctelayed from 

ground to Vbk_min, enabling the noise tolerance with a strong keeper once the switching process is 

completed. Note that the value ofVbk_min cannot be too low, otherwise the keeper will be strongly 

forward biased to degrade the noise immunity [26]. Since the value ofVbk_min depends on the size 
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and Vth of the adjuster, sizing the adjuster carefully is required to get the optimal Ybk_min. Our 

BBG scheme only inserts a PMOS transistor in the existing delayed clock stage between LBL and 

GBL, without the need for an extra body bias voltage generator. As a result, our BBG scheme 

achieves a significant improvement in terms of system complexity compared to previous body 

biasing techniques [24] [25]. 

2.3.3 Layout and power analysis 

To validate the effectiveness of the proposed CB-LBL scheme, two 2-read, I-write ported 64-

entries X 32b register files (without error correction code bits) with conventional LBL and CB-

LBL schemes were designed in 32 nm high-k/metal gate CMOS predictive technology for 8 GHz 

operation at 1 V and 1 l 0°C. Layout of our design is shown in Figure 2-11 . 
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Figure 2-11: Layout design ofconventional LBL (a), CB-LBL (b) and our BEG scheme ofVbk (c) 
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As observed in Table 2-1 , CB-LBL achieves a similar improvement in power efficiency and access 

speed in each technology. Also, CB-LBL consistently outperforms the conventional design in 

terms of process variation immunity and enhances the parametric yield effectively, with a similar 

robustness to noise. 

Table 2-1: Design space ofour LBL scheme in scaled technologies 
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Table 2-2 compares the CB-LBLs' performance with the state-of-the-art. Our design exhibits the 

highest read access performance, except for [25] , which, however, is realized with considerable 

power penalty (- 4.2 x ). CB-LBL also demonstrates best power efficiency, process variation 

immunity, hardware complexity, with good noise immunity and scalability. 

2.4. HYBRID-CELL REGISTER FILES DESIGN 

In this research [27], we extend our hybrid - cell technology from SRAM to register files design 

to overcome the NBTI effect. Similar to SRAM, aging effect is exacerbated in register files (RF) 

due to the following two reasons: (1) RF is a hot spot in modem processors and the NBTI effect 

increases exponentially with temperature; (2) Since RF are accessed very frequently, corrupted 

data in RF can easily propagate to other parts of microprocessors [28] [29]. Here, we propose a 

hybrid-cell RF design to mitigate NBTI induced degradation with low cost. The more vulnerable 

data bits are stored in the robust 8T cells and the less vulnerable bits are stored in the conventional 

6T cells. As a result, the failure probability of RF is significantly decreased, which enables us to 

enhance the NBTI reliability of RF effectively. Compared to the state of the art, our scheme is 

different in a couple ways: (1) it offers a simple yet efficient reliable RF design with low cost; (2) 

it can be applied to improve the NBTI reliability of RF in both high performance systems and 

embedded processors. 

2.4.1 Bit-aware degradation behavior of RF 

Due to the strong dependency ofNBTI effect on ZBP, we carry out architecture-level simulation 

to investigate ZBP characteristics of different bits in an integer register and therefore obtain the 

bit-aware sensitivity to NBTI effect. 
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Figure 2-12 shows the ZBP distribution of 32-bit RF for different applications. We can make the 

following important observations. 

(1) The ZBP of most SB bit (with smallest ZBP value in a register) is larger than 50%, indicating 

a significant NBTI effect on RF cells. 

(2) ZBP of the most significant bit (32 bit) ofregisters is always close to 100%, which means that 

this bit is stressed most of the time, leading to higher failure rate as compared to other bits. The 

reason is that most data in registers cannot cover all 32 bits [30]. Therefore, the highest order bit 

is most sensitive to NBTI effect. 

(3) Also, most ofregisters tend to store more O' s in their higher order bits and store Os and ls in 

lower order bits more randomly, which contribute to the various degradation behaviors ofdifferent 

bits in a register. 
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Figure 2-12: Bit aware degradation behaviors in RF. LBJ: the bit with largest ZBP; LB2 (LBJ): the bit with second 
(third) largest ZBP; SB: the bit with smallest ZBP. The numbers shown are the bit positions. 

2.4.2 Proposed robust RF design with hybrid cells 

Based on the bit-aware degradation characteristics in RF and reliability of different memory cells, 

we proposed a hybrid-cell RF design to mitigate the NBTI effect: the higher order bits are stored 

in robust 8T cells to enhance its reliability and the lower order bits with less sensitivity to NBTI 

effect are stored in conventional 6T cells to achieve area efficiency. 

The schematic of a 32-bit hybrid-cell RF with two reading ports and one writing port (2Rl W) is 

shown in Figure 2-13. A 6T cell has only one word line for both reading and writing operations, 

while an 8T cell has two separate word lines (RWL and WWL) for two operations. In order to 
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achieve effective integration of these two kinds of cells, we adopt the split word line scheme in 

[13]. 

The operating principle of the proposed hybrid-cell RF is shown in Figure 2-14: in the read 

operation, write word line (WWL) is disabled and two read word lines RWLl and RWL2 are 

enabled to achieve single-ended reading process; during write operation, WWL and RWLl are 

both enabled to conduct two access transistors of the 6T bit-cell. This scheme enables zero area 

overhead of 6T-8T integration [13]. 

... I GT I GT I , .. 1 GT I 

31 30 bit 1-# .. -~-------------------------------~ -.. -.. "L-,_ 

/ RBLl Vdd Vdd BL B' , 

,___ Bits with lower sensitivity to NBTI ____ _,, 

Figure 2-13: Schematic and layout design of32 bit 2Rl W hybrid RF. 

Note that, in such a 6T-8T hybrid scheme, the half selection problem [31] of 8T cells occurs while 

writing one bit to RF. We avoided this problem by writing the 32 bits data at the same time. Also, 

since RF stores more zeros, we placed the two reading ports to the side of Q, reducing the large 

leakage current generated in read bit lines [32]. 
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Figure 2-14: Timing Diagram for reading and writing operations in proposed RF. 

2.4.3 Implementation and experiment result 
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Figure 2-15: Layout design ofhybrid-cell RF in (a) embedded systems; (b) high perform systems. 

In order to quantify the reliability improvement after applying our proposed technique, we 

calculated mean-time-to-failure (MTTF) based on interpolation method in [33]. The failure 

criterion is SNM < 10% Vctct; that is, a cell fails when its read SNM is less than 10% Vdd. 
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2.5. TRIMODAL-RF 

At last, we extend our original works and propose a trimodal RF [34] , a novel circuit/architecture 

co-design that targets power savings and tolerance to variations and aging effect. A new bit-cell 

circuit is presented to provide three different modes, exploring power savings opportunities of RF 

as instructions pass through the pipeline. 1) We propose a variation and aging-aware worst case 

sizing methodology to compensate for variations and aging-effect-induced RF reliability 

deterioration. 2) We develop two circuit-level implementation schemes with different tradeoffs 

between power savings and wakeup performance, called lp-TM and aggr-TM. Additionally, we 

propose a finger-based flexible layout scheme to implement lp-TM and aggr-TM. 3) We present 

two architectural schemes to accomplish the proposed TM-RF strategy, enabling flexible design 

suitable for different applications. 

2.5.1 Overview of TM-RF 

Figure 2-16 shows the proposed design. The TM-RF bit-cell provides three different modes: 

normal work mode, low leakage data-retention drowsy mode, and minimum-leakage dead mode. 

The fundamental idea is that, based on the states of a register, the trimodal control logic generates 

control signals and then passed them to RF, placing the corresponding bitcells into the appropriate 

mode. Specifically, when a register is in ready state, its bit-cells are in work mode to keep valid 

data effectively; as the register enters the idle state, its bit-cells can be placed in drowsy state for 

recovery; once the register is released to free state, its bit-cells become dead mode without keeping 

valid information. 
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2.5.2 TM-RF: Circuit level Implementation 
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Figure 2-17: (a) Proposed trimodal RF bit-cells. (b) Transition diagram. 1 and Orepresent logic high and low, 
respectively. (c) Data-dependent leakage characteristics ofRF bit-cells. (d) SNM ofTM-RF. 

Figure 2-17(a) shows the schematic of TM-RF bit-cell and Figure 2-17(b) shows its transition 

diagram. As shown, a discharging NMOS transistor (ND) is inserted to each conventional RF bit

cell; and a data-retention NMOS transistor (NR) is connected to each register. Accordingly, each 
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bit-cell has three different modes determined by two control signals: DEAD and DROWSY. 1) 

Normal Work Mode (DEAD= DROWSY= 0): In a TM-RF bit-cell shown in Figure 2-17(a), if 

DEAD=DROWSY = 0, the inserted ND is maintained cutoff and NR is turned on. Therefore, these 

additional devices do not interfere with normal operations on bit-cells and the working function of 

TM-RF is similar to a conventional one. 2) Low-Leakage Data-Retention Drowsy Mode (DEAD 

= 0 and DROWSY= 1): To realize drowsy mode, the gated ground technique [35] is used in our 

design. While ND is turned off, because of the charging leakage current, the node storing O goes 

up and gets saturated quickly. This saturated voltage depends on the size and Vth of NR. By 

selecting the appropriate size of NR, the NMOS transistor which connects the node storing 1 to 

virtual ground V g. Therefore, the node storing 1 is firmly strapped to Vdd and the data is retained 

successfully. Because of the stack effect, the leakage current ofa register is suppressed effectively. 

3) Minimum-Leakage Dead Mode (Short DEAD Pulse and DROWSY= 1): As shown in Figure 

2-17(c), the bit-line leakage current of all read ports strongly depends on the stored data in bit

cells: the leakage current of storing Ois much smaller than that of storing 1 due to the stack effect. 

Therefore, similar to Discharge-RF in [32] , we insert a high Vth device ND to each bit-cell and 

ND is controlled by the signal DEAD. If DEAD is enabled, the data stored in a bit-cell will be 

discharged, minimizing the leakage current. Unlike [32] , which adopts a de DEAD signal, we 

apply a short-pulse DEAD signal: when a register is released, the DEAD signal to its bit-cells 

becomes high to discharge ND; once this process is finished, DEAD is changed to zero 

immediately to tum offND. Such short pulse DEAD signal results in two advantages: 1) it achieves 

gate leakage current savings, because the reverse gate leakage current in OFF ND is much less 

than the forward gate leakage current in ON ND [36]; and 2) the DEAD pulse turns off ND very 
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early, and therefore there is no need to set this signal when the bit-cells return the work mode, 

achieving a fast and robust transition. 

The dead mode of TM-RF bit-cells provides two additional advantages in terms of power 

efficiency. 1) When a physical register has been allocated to an architectural register, but before 

the valid data is written, the register is in empty state and its bit-cells are placed in minimum

leakage dead mode automatically, achieving high power efficiency. From power consumption 

point ofview, TM-RF achieves the same effect as late register allocation technique [37]. 2) Similar 

to the Discharge-RF in [32] , because a register with the proposed design stores a Oby default, 

writing a O to an empty register can be avoided. This can be done by the zero detection as 

implemented in [32] with negligible hardware overhead. 

Note that, the additional asymmetry of TM-RF caused by ND has a negligible impact of static 

noise margin (SNM) of RF during the read operation owing to the decoupled read path [ as shown 

in Figure 2-17(d)]. However, as more Os are stored in RF in the dead mode, TM-RF may induce 

larger signal probability imbalance, increasing the impact of aging effect. Accordingly, we 

introduce the aging effect awareness to TM-RF to mitigate the impact ofNBTI/PBTI. 
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2.5.3 Layout Implementations of TM-RF Bit-Cell 
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Figure 2-18: Layout implementation. (a) Four-read/two-write ported TM-RF bitcell. (b) Conventionalfour
readltwo-write ported RF bit-cell. (c) Finger-based flexible design . 

With the MOSIS deep sub micrometer design rules, we implemented the layout design of a four

read/two-write ported TM-RF bit-cell and it is shown in Figure 2-18(a). In a typical SRAM array 

as shown in Figure 2-1 S(b), the cells are laid out a mirrored fashion and therefore the same 

interconnect can be shared by adjacent cells. TM-RF bit-cell has a similar topology to that of the 

conventional bit-cell except the routing of ND and NR. We implement NR as a column of 

transistors placed at one side of the memory cell array. In addition, to achieve two schemes, we 

propose a finger-based flexible layout scheme [as shown in Figure 2-18(c)]. 
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2.6. SUMMARY 

A variation and aging effect aware low power embedded SRAM is presented for MPEG-4 video 

processors. Simulation results show that 85%, 90%, and 79% reduction in write power, read power, 

and leakage current can be obtained as compared to standard SRAM design. At the same time, 

72%, 80%, and 62% reduction in write power, read power. On the basis of the first SRAM design 

research, an ultra-low voltage embedded SRAM design has been presented for low-power mobile 

video applications. Based on the nature ofpixel data, we developed an SDA technique and an l0T 

+ 8T hybrid array for achieving a low V dd. In addition, the bit-truncation technique was used for 

a small area overhead and further power savings. Simulation results demonstrate that the proposed 

design achieves 95% power savings as compared to the conventional SRAM. In register files 

domain, we proposed a clock-based LBL design to reduce the power consumption on register files . 

By extending the idea ofhybrid structure implemented in SRAM domain, a hybrid-cell RF design 

to improve NBTI reliability with low cost is presented. The proposed design achieves 11.4% and 

24.8% RF reliability improvement with 0.6% and 2.2% area penalty in high performance system 

and embedded system, respectively. More importantly, the idea presented in this research can 

assist NBTI tolerant design of other on-chip memories such as data caches. Finally, a trimodal RF 

technique for modem microprocessors is presented. The technique employs a trimodal bit-cell and 

relates these three modes to states of registers, thereby reducing RF power consumption. We 

developed four schemes to implement TM-RF, providing flexibility for different applications and 

used device selection (high Vth write access devices) and worst case sizing methodology to 

mitigate aging-effect-induced reliability degradation. Simulation results demonstrate significant 

reduction in power consumption and noticeable reliability mitigation with minimal area overhead, 

while maintaining almost the same performance as compared with the conventional design. 
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Chapter 3 

A HIGH SPEED AND LOW POWER CAM USING 

PIPELINE SCHEME 

3.1. INTRODUCTION 

Recently, the growing complexity of intensive computation has led to exponential growth of 

clouding computing. Due to high speed comparing ability [3] , content-addressable memories 

(CAMs) have become one of the best choices in clouding computing applications. CAM is 

commonly used in applications such as address lookup in Internet routers, pattern recognition, data 

compression and network security. Due to the frequent lookup and parallel comparison, the match

lines become the major power consumers of CAM. According to Agrawal [ 4] , the MLs usually 

contribute around 65% to 88% of the total power consumption. 

In order to enable low-power operation, many CAM designs have been presented. Pagiamtzis [38] 

presents a pipelined hierarchical search scheme which breaks matchlines into several segments. It 

shuts down the subsequent precharges for both match-lines and search-lines after a miss in a stage. 
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Mohan [39] presents a cell-level logic which offers small capacitance on the match-lines and also 

a charge shared match-lines scheme which recycles and transfers one matchline charge to another. 

Change and Eshraghian present hybrid structures [ 40] , [ 41] to achieve optimization. However, 

nearly all of these only concern about power reduction but neglect the effect of speed resulting in 

large penalties in performance. In this research [ 42] , we present a Pipelined CAM structure. In 

lines of instruction pipeline, where basic instruction cycle is broken up into multiple stages and 

implemented concurrently in parallel. Pipelined CAM design can not only speedup the matching 

process but also reduce the power dissipated during the match and search process. 

Figure 3-1 shows a block diagram ofa conventional CAM architecture of4 words, with each word 

containing 4 bits arranged horizontally. A CAM search operation begins with loading the search 

data word into search-line registers . Precharge the match-lines high. After match-lines finish all 

the precharging, search-line registers drive the search data onto different search-lines, followed by 

each CAM cell comparing its bits with search-line bits. For the matchlines on which all bits are 

matching, they keep precharge-high. For the matchlines that have at least one bit mismatching, 

they discharge to ground. For example, in Figure 3-1 , only the third word "1100" matches all the 

bits in search-line registers and keep high, while all other matchlines discharge to ground, 

indicating miss. 
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Figure 3-1: Conventional CAM architecture. 

3.2. ARCHITECTURE 

3.2.1 Power Consumption Analysis 

We use the following model [3] , [43] to estimate the overall power consumption. Ignoring the 

small number of matching case, the match-line power consumption with w match-lines is 

(1) 

where PML is the power consumption for one match-line. CML indicates the match-line parasitic 

capacitance ofone cell-length match-line wire. p3Cout is the output loading capacitance. Transistors 

and gate used in Match Line Sense Amplifier (MLSA) structure are combined together using Egate. 

Significant part of power consumption in matchline 1, comes from the charging of match-line, 

especially with the increasing number of CAM cells in one word. In our simulation, we used 144 

cells. Disabling unnecessary charging in match-line can help limit the power consumption. 
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Figure 3-2: Pipelined match-line architecture compared with Conventional architecture. 

3.2.2 Pipelined matchlines Architecture 

We refer to the pipelined matchlines technique [38] in Figure 3-2 which eliminates part of match-

line power consumption. During the matching process, a match in a given segment results in a 

search operation in the next segment, but a miss terminates the match operation for the rest of the 

word. In essence, all subsequent stages have to wait until current stage finishes the comparison 

and transfers the result. 

This design could efficiently reduce the power consumption in match-line comparison. However, 

it also suffers from large latency compared with conventional structure. It comes from the 

additional Match Line Sense Amplifier (MLSA) and Pipeline flop . Even if hierarchical search

lines [38] can save power further, the problem oflatency cannot be resolved. 
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3.2.3 Pipelined Search data Registers Architecture 

We present a new technique as shown in Figure 3-3 to overcome the latency based on pipelined 

matchlines architecture. In the conventional design, CAM compares only one word of search-line 

registers to all the entries in the CAM structure and identifies the words that match. By referring 

to the concept of instruction pipeline in computer architecture which increases instruction 

throughput and executes them concurrently, we present Pipelined Search data Registers 

Architecture which performs four comparison operations in parallel. 

As shown in Figure 3-4(a), pipelining keeps every portion of CAM busy with data from different 

words of search data registers. Starting from the first clock cycle, first 36 cells from first word 

compares with the CAM cells; following 36 cells from first word and the first 36 cells from second 

word are then compared in the second clock cycle, and so on. Seven clock cycles are needed totally 

to complete all four search data comparisons. The sequence of all searchline precharge is 

controlled by four row decoders. 
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Figure 3-3: Pipelined Search data Registers Architecture. 

In the conventional design, all search-line registers in one word are read concurrently. When 

comparison starts, search lines connect to ground to clean all the data inside at first, following 

which search-lines precharge the new data. In our design, we distribute 144 search-line registers 

into 4 segments of36 cells each. The purpose is to guarantee the data arrival from different search

line registers and can be compared at the same clock cycles. As shown in Figure 3-3, during 

comparison period fourth, the first 36 cells in search-line RegistersO, second 36 cells in search-line 

Registers!, third 36 cells in search-line Registers2 and fourth 36 cells in searchline Registers3 

become data input into the match-line circuit. For each flip-flop, it is nonblocking with its 

subsequent one. Current state of each flip-flop cannot influence the state of subsequent one until 

the next clock cycle. 
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Ideally, checking the result after each bit comparison and shutting down the consequent circuit 

could be a more efficient way to save power. However, the increasing number ofMLSAs and Flip

Flops also negatively contribute to power and speed. In our simulation, for balancing the 

comparison speed among each segments, we choose 36 cells as one stage. Averaging the number 

ofCAM cells for each stage guarantees same comparison speed which is significant to support this 

pipelined structure. 

3.2.4 Multi-Bank Search data Registers Architecture 

For the conventional CAM design, only one word of search-line registers is implemented. After 

each comparison, search-line registers reload new values. Shift register works as search-line input 

in most of cases. Simulation shows that reloading 144 cell shift registers can cost 64ns which is 

much more than the time consumption on match-line comparison. To overcome the speed gap 

between the reloading and comparing processes and speedup pipelined comparison further, we 

present a Multi-Bank Search data Registers Architecture technique as shown in Figure 3-4 to 

support our design on more step. Considering the high speed writing ability of SRAM than shift 

register, we insert SRAM banks between CAM structure and search-data registers. SRAM banks 

read data from shift register at first and provides them as input for CAM structure. 
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Figure 3-4: Multi-Bank Search data Registers Architecture (a) Proposed structure time sequence. (b) Proposed 
Pipelined Banked Search data Registers 

In Pipelined Search data Registers Architecture, it uses 7 clock cycles to complete all 4 word 

comparisons. During 7 clock cycles comparisons, Column 3, 2 and 1 become idle respectively 

after 4th, 5th and 6th clock cycle. Power and speed can be saved by using 3 SRAM banks as shown 

in 4(b ), where we can also guarantee continuity of comparisons. Only 4 clock cycles are needed 

to finish the comparisons of 4 search-line register words. Figure 3-4(b) shows a more detailed 

schematic of the Multi-Bank Search data Registers Architecture which illustrates the state during 
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the 3rd clock cycle of Figure 3-4(a). Fourth column data ofBank0 and Columns 1-3 data ofBank I 

contribute to the CAM data. By combining column decoders and row decoders shown in Figure 

3-3 , 4 out of 48 cells form input data to CAM cells during one comparison period. Meanwhile, 

bank2 is selected by the write decoder. Write decoder connects search data registers with CAM 

cells. Only after one bank becomes free, it is selected by write decoder to start renewing data. 

Different from Pipelined Search data Registers Architecture, after the comparisons of bankl , 

bank2 continually provides the following data to compare. Ideally, two banks could guarantee the 

continuity of comparison. However, one clock cycle is not enough to renew all the data in one 

bank. Our simulation results show that, 5 clock cycles could provide enough time to rewrite one 

bank. 

3.3. SIMULATION RESULTS 

3.3.1 Power Consumption 

Figure 3-5 shows the normalized power savmg for the presented architectures over the 

conventional dynamic NOR type CAM structure. The power consumptions are simulated for 

128words x144bits blocks in a 1.8V TSMC 180nm CMOS process(Though the design uses 180nm 

technology, it will scale well into significantly lower technologies as well). It can be seen that 

significant power saving can be achieved with our technique. As compared to the conventional 

structure with V dd = 1.8V, up to 38.26% active power reduction can be obtained for the presented 

Pipelined Search data Registers Architecture. The power saving comes from the pipelined match

line(ML) structure. After each stage comparison, ML actives an enable or disable signal for 

controlling the subsequent MLSA. Any stage can shut down all subsequent operations after it and 

thus saving power. Although most match-line segments miss match in the first stage, the overhead 

power consumption from additional MLSAs, flip-flops, decoders and registers also contribute to 
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the total power. For Multi-Bank Search data Registers Architecture, power consumption increases 

because of the additional bank structure. 

Normalized Power comparison and Speed Comparison 
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Figure 3-5: Normalized Power and Speed Comparison. 

One the other side, the architectures we presented may potentially increase the power consumption 

during the cases when most segments are matching. Table 3-1: shows the distribution of power 

under different cases from all 4 segments matching to all 4 missing. The total power under 4 match 

and 3 match are almost same, because all match-lines and searchlines have to be precharged. For 

the case of all 4 match, the architecture we presented usually costs more power than conventional 

one. The extra power consumption comes from the increasing complexity of our design. During 

all 4 match case, the additional components inevitably introduce more power consumption. 

3.3.2 Performance 

Figure 3-6(a) shows the signal waveforms for a full search cycle on a 144-bits segments with 

conventional architecture. The simulation results shows that the cycle time is totally dominated by 

the charging of the match-line segments 
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Figure 3-6: Simulation Waveform using Cadence Virtuoso (a) 144-bitsfull search with conventional architecture. 
(b) 144-bits full search with Multi- Bank Search data Registers Architecture 

By using pipeline structure, one word of 144-bits CAM cells are distributed to 4 segments. At the 

same time, the parasitic capacitance for each segment also shrinks to 25%, which dramatically 

reduces the time spending on charging and discharging each segment. In our simulation, the clock 

cycle for comparing each 36 cells segment is 7ns. In Pipelined Search data Registers Architecture, 

7 clock cycles are need to completed all the 4 words comparison. Considering the 64ns reloading 

time spent on reloading shift registers, the total time consumption for 4 words comparison is 113ns. 
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In average, the comparison time is around 28ns for each words. Furthermore, by using Multi-Bank 

Search data Registers Architecture, this number can be reduced further into 7ns, since both 

comparison and reload are working in parallel. 

Table 3-1: Power simulation results 
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Table 3-2: Performance comparision 
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Figure 3-6(b) shows the simulation result by using Cadence Virtuoso for a full search cycle on a 

144-bits segments with Multi-Bank Search data Registers Architecture. It illustrates the state of 

Figure 3-4. Starting from 0ns, Bankl(red part) contributes first 36 cells into CAM structure. After 

28ns comparison, the first word of Bankl receives result, which is a match in our example. After 

Bankl finishes all comparison at 49ns, Bank2 starts to receive output result in succession. Without 

wasting any time on waiting the reloading process, the comparison could keep continuously. 

Figure 3-5 also shows the speed improvement for the presented architectures over the conventional 

one. Considering the reloading process of data registers, the speed boost of Pipelined Search data 

Registers Architecture is 63.16% better than conventional dynamic NOR-type CAM. Moreover, 

by using Multi-Bank Search data Registers Architecture, the comparison time shrinks up to 90%. 
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Comparing with other design, as shown in Table 3-2: and Figure 3-7, Multi-Bank Search data 

Registers Architecture performs better speed boost than other existing designs. 
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Figure 3-7: Performance comparisons 

3.4. SUMMARY 

Based on the concept of instruction pipeline, we presented two structures to reduce the power 

consumption and improve the speed of conventional CAM structure. Simulation results show that 

up to 37.32% power savings can be obtained and 90.79% time can be shrieked as compared to 

standard NOR-type CAM design. Because of the bank structure, the comparison speed improved 

dramatically. 

Because of the increasing number of transistors for bank structure, these design cost more area 

than conventional one. We will further optimize Multi-Bank Search data Registers Architecture 

structure to simplify the circuit complexity. Meanwhile, considering that search-line precharge 
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during mismatching is unnecessary, restricting the search-line power is another perspective that 

can reduce the overall power consumption. 
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Chapter 4 

A FULLY PARALLEL CAM DESIGN USING MULTI

BANK STRUCTURE 

4.1. INTRODUCTION 

In past decades, content-addressable memories (CAMs) have become one of the best choices in 

various applications such as cache coherence and network routing [3] . Due to high speed 

comparing ability, there are many applications that includes CAM structure such as data 

compression, parametric curve extraction, image coding and periodic event generator [ 44] [ 45] 

[46] [47]. 

In modem network architectures, CAMs are used in address lookup in commercial routers. Though, 

CAM has many advantages in particular high speed-up, the major problem faced by using CAM 

structure is the power consumption and performance of packet forwarding, classification, 

switching and other functions which are dominated in network routers. Due to the frequent lookup 
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and parallel comparison, the precharge and evaluation processes in match-lines and searchlines 

become the major power consumers of CAM. 

According to Agrawal [ 4] , the match-lines and searchlines usually contribute more than half of the 

total power consumption. Many CAM designs have been presented in order to reduce the power 

consumption and improve the performance of CAM. In [ 48] , the authors discussed a 

precomputation based CAM structure that limits the number of searches in tum which reduces the 

power consumption. A pipelined hierarchical search scheme presented by Pagiamtzis, in which 

the match lines are distributed into several segments [38]. It shuts down the redundant comparisons 

in both match-lines and search-lines after a miss in the previous stage. Cell-level logic offers small 

capacitance on the match-line. It also provides the charge-shared match-line scheme that recycle 

and transfers one match line charge to another is discussed in [39]. A 2- level tree AND-type match 

line design to reduce the matchline power consumption and hybrid structures are presented in [ 40] , 

[ 41]. In [ 49] , a butterfly match-line scheme and a hierarchy search-line scheme to reduce both the 

search time and power consumption is presented. Despite of various techniques to decrease the 

power consumption is in progress, still the CAM power consumption is very high. All the above 

research studies identified that one of the key challenge in CAM is the excessive power 

consumption. This motivated us to do research in CAM power consumption and performance 

improvement. 

Our previous work has presented a Pipelined CAM scheme [ 42]. Two pipelined architectures such 

as Pipelined Search data Registers Architecture and Multi-Bank Search data Registers Architecture 

are introduced. However, the redundant power consumption in search-lines is not limited in our 

previous work. On the other hand, the performance can also be improved further. In this research 
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[50], we present a novel pipelined CAM scheme with the keen focus on reducing the power 

consumption and performance improvement. Our proposed pipelined CAM design not only 

improves the performance but also reduce the power consumption from both match-lines and 

search-lines during the match and search process. 

4.2. CONVENTIONAL CAM ARCHITECTURE 

CAM Cell Match Line Search Line 

CAM RAM1---------- ---------- . 
1 1 0 1 : 00 portA 1 ,_____
I O O 1 01 portB I 

t--------t I 
I 1 1 0 portC I 

I ....,_~:::1""111::"""""'.......... 

I 0 -------- •
I 

-------------- sense amps 
(MLSAs) 

1 1 0 0 portC
Search data register 

(b) (a) 

Figure 4-1: (a) Conceptual view ofa CAM structure. (b) Conventional CAM architecture. 

A Conventional NOR-type Architecture with 4 words CAM architecture is shown in Figure 4-l(a). 

Each word contains 4 bits arranged horizontally. A CAM search operation begins After match

lines precharge to Vctct, search-line registers drive the search data onto different search-lines. For 

the match-lines on which all bits are matching, they keep precharge high Vctct. For the match-lines 

that have at least one-bit mismatching, they discharge to ground. When the search operation is 

complete, the match-line that remain in V dd will identify the word that match the search data. In 

Figure 4-1 (b), the RAM structure select "port C" as the output port by decoding the input from 

CAM structure after encoder generates the match location "10". This conceptual CAM/RAM 

system is a basic address-lookup engine for packet forwarding. In Figure 4-1, the word "1100" 
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matches all the bits in search-line registers and keep high, while all other match-lines discharge to 

ground. 

4.3. ARCHITECTURE 

4.3.1 Power Consumption Analysis 

We use the following models [3] , [43] to estimate the overall power consumption. The match-line 

power consumption with w match-lines is below, where PML is the power consumption for one 

match-line. 

(1) 

CML indicates the match-line parasitic capacitance of one cell-length match-line wire. p3Cou1 is the 

output loading capacitance. Transistors and gate used in Match Line Sense Amplifier (MLSA) 

structure are combined together using Ega1e. Among whole power consumption in match-line, most 

power consumption comes from the charging ofmatch-line, especially with the increasing number 

of CAM cells in one word. In our simulation, we used 144 cells. 

Moreover, the major power consumption of search-line also comes from wire capacitance. 

1 2 2 
PsL= 2n x 2CsL vdd f = nCsL vdd f (2) 

Equation 2 expresses the search-line power consumption with n search-line pairs. CsLindicates the 

total capacitance of a single search-line, which is proportional to the increasing CAM number in 

it. In our simulation, this number is 128 cells. 
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According to the equation 1 and 2, one efficient way to limit the power consumption on match

line and searchline is to restrict the unnecessary precharging for parasitic capacitance. 

4.3.2 Timing Analysis 

We use the following simple models [3] to estimate the overall timing analysis. The time to 

precharge the match-line is given by equation 3. REQpre is the equivalent resistance of the precharge 

transistor and CML is match-line capacitance. 

tML - 2.2TML = 2.2REQ CML (3)pre - pre pre 

The time to evaluate the match-line is given by equation 4. RML is the pulldown resistor. Typically, 

we consider the worst-case resistance for the purpose of analysis. RML is the resistance when only 

1 bit out of 144 bits in one word is miss. 

(4) 

According to the equation 3 and 4, one efficient way to improve the performance is to split the 

path and compare each segment in parallel. 
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Figure 4-2: Pipelined Search data Registers Architecture. 

4.3.3 Pipelined Search data Registers Architecture 

In our previous work, we have presented a technique called Pipelined Search data Registers 

Architecture as shown in Figure 4-2. It performs four comparison operations in parallel. Our 

proposed technique in this research is based on Pipelined Search data Registers Architecture in 

which we distribute 144 searchline registers into 4 segments of 36 cells each. Starting from the 
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first clock cycle, first 36 cells from first word compares with the CAM cells; following 36 cells 

from first word and second clock cycle, and so on. During the matching process, a match in a given 

segment results in a search operation in the next segment, but a miss terminates the match operation 

for the rest of the word. This design could efficiently reduce the power consumption in match-line 

comparison. At the same time, it guarantees the continuous comparison for CAM structure. 

However, a miss cannot efficiently terminate the unnecessary search-line precharge operation in 

the next segment. For this above mentioned reasons, in order to overcome the redundant power 

consumption in unnecessary search-lines, we proposed a novel approach called Distributed Search 

line Precharger Architecture. 

4.3.4 Distributed Search line Precharger Architecture 

To reduce the power consumption and maintain the complexity of design for search-line structure, 

we propose Distributed Search line Precharger Architecture as shown in Figure 4-3. The idea in 

behind the controlling search-line power is similar to our previous match-line. In addition to this, 

we address this problem by cutting off the search-line precharge when detecting miss match at the 

previous stage. In our simulation environment, we have 128 words. The logical OR gate of 32 

match-lines can determine whether search-line precharge should be activated or not, where one or 

more matching could activate the precharge. One transistor controlled by OR gate signal is used 

under each search-line. Different from match-lines precharge, the values of search-lines precharge 

are decided by the data stored in each cell. Meanwhile, the subsequent group of search-lines also 

decide whether to precharge the current group. Because miss matching happens in most cases, this 

design can efficiently reduce the power consumption. 
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Search-line Register Bank {SLRB) 

Figure 4-3: Distributed Search line Precharger Architecture. 

Theoretically, grouping less number of match-lines may reduce the possibility of precharging the 

subsequent searchlines. However, it also increase the complexity dramatically, since each match

lines group need a separated search-line connection. In most cases, miss matching happens after 

first 36 bits comparison. The power consumption consumed on searchline precharging can be 

effectively limited by our design. Also, considering Pipelined Search data Registers Architecture, 

choosing 36 cells for each segment rather than less number of cells also dramatically reduces the 

possibility to precharge the coming search-line segment. 
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Figure 4-4: Multi-Bank Search data Registers Architecture with Sub-path split Match-line Architecture. 

4.3.5 Sub-path split Match-line Architecture 

Figure 4-4 presents the Sub-path split Match-line Architecture scheme on the right, which is based 

on tree match-line scheme [51] and butterfly match-line scheme [49]. The degree ofparallelism is 

four times that of the Conventional NOR-type Architecture CAM design. In 36 CAM cells, the 

match-line is folded into four sub match-lines. Accordingly, delay in critical path is reduced and 

the time spent on precharge and evaluation processes are also restricted. The critical delay of 

match-line is reduced from (36 X Tce11+ TMLsA) to (9 X Tcen+TANo+TMLsA). The Tcenrepresents the 

precharge or evaluation time of a CAM cell. This value is much larger than the delay on a AND 

gate. During the precharge process, all four sub match-lines are compared individually with it 

search data registers. Passing through a AND gate, the final subsequent match-line signal is 

decided by all four sub matchlines. 
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Ideally, increasing the parallelism could be a more efficient way to improve the performance. 

However, the complexity of circuit connection is also increased dramatically with the increasing 

parallelism. In our simulation, for balancing the performance, power and design complexity for 

the whole CAM structure design, we choose 9 cells as a sub matchline segment. After evaluation 

finished, any low potential of these four sub match-line will lead to miss state because of the AND 

gate connection. Only if all four sub matchlines keep in high potential after evaluation, a match 

signal is generated at match-line output. Since Pipelined Search data Registers Architecture and 

Distributed Search line Precharger Architecture are implemented, both match-line and search-line 

precharge could be terminated if the previous stage is miss, which significantly reduces the power 

consumption for the whole system. 

4.3.6 Multi-Bank Search data Registers Architecture 

We have presented Multi-Bank Search data Registers Architecture technique as shown in Figure 

4-4 on the left. For the Conventional NOR-type Architecture, only one word of search-line 

registers is implemented. After each comparison, search-line registers reload new values. In 

Pipelined Search data Registers Architecture, 7 clock cycles are used to complete all 4 word 

comparison. However, Column 3, 2 and 1 become idle during the 4th, 5th and 6th clock cycle. To 

maximize the performance, we fully utilize the time spent on reloading processes. Three banks of 

data registers are used to guarantee continuity of comparison and reload. As shown on Figure 4-4, 

fourth column data ofBank0 and Columns 1-3 data ofBankl is comparing with the data in CAM 

structure. Meanwhile, Bank2 is selected by the write decoder to reload the data into it. Apparently, 

only 4 clock cycles are needed to complete the comparison from all 4 search line register words. 

Hence, Multi-Bank Search data Registers Architecture improves the speed when compared to 

Conventional NOR-type Architecture. 
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Furthermore, by implementing Sub-path split Match-line Architecture into our Multi-Bank Search 

data Registers Architecture, the speed is improved further due to its parallel comparison in each 

match-lines segment. Moreover, the Distributed Search line Precharger Architecture also 

potentially restrict the power consumption further. 

4.4. SIMULATION RESULTS 

The proper operations of both the power and speed optimized design is verified by performing 

extensive Cadence Virtuoso simulations. All simulations presented in this section are based on 

128words x 144bits blocks in a 1.8V TSMC 180nm CMOS process (it will scale well into 

significantly lower technologies as well) . 
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Figure 4-5: Normalized Power and Speed Comparison. 

Table 4-1: Performance comparision 

Nonnalized performance comparison of CAMs 
NO R PNN [16] LSSL [17] CNN [18] Tree [15] 

Energy metric 100% 31% 9% 9.5 % 25% 
..... ycle time 100% 11 9% 104% 30.4% 71 % 

Pipeline [13] Distributed Sub-path-split Multi -Bank [13] New Bank 
Energy metric 61.74% 37.8 1% 84.53% 62.29% 52.22% 
..... ycle time 36.84% 36.84% 4.6% 9.21 % 4.6% 
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4.4.1 Power Consumption 

Figure 4-5 shows the normalized power savmg for the presented architectures over the 

Conventional NOR-type Architecture. As compared to the Conventional NOR-type Architecture, 

our technique can achieve up to 47.78% active power reduction. The power saving comes from 

the pipelined match-line and distributed search-line structure. In Pipelined Search data Registers 

Architecture, a miss in previous stage could efficiently disable the precharge processes for all 

subsequent stages and thus saving power. By implementing Distributed Search line Precharger 

Architecture, the power consumption could limited further up to 37.81 %. Since most match-line 

segments miss match in the first stage, most ofunnecessary power consumption could be restricted 

by implementing Pipelined Search data Registers Architecture and Distributed Search line 

Precharger Architecture. In order to improve the performance, Multi-Bank Search data Registers 

Architecture and Sub-path split Matchline Architecture are used which potentially increase the 

power consumption. The overhead power consumption comes from additional AND gates, OR 

gates, MLSAs, flip-flops , decoders and registers . The additional bank structures also lead to the 

total overhead power consumption. 

4.4.2 Performance 

Figure 4-5 and Table 4-1 shows the performance improvement for the presented architectures [ 42] 

[51] [52] [53] [54] over the Conventional NOR-type Architecture. Figure 4-6(a) illustrates the 

signal timing of a 144-bits Conventional NOR-type Architecture. The time consumption for a full 

search operation is 13ns in our simulation. The speed boost of Pipelined Search data Registers 

Architecture is 63 .16% better than Conventional NOR-type Architecture CAM design. The critical 

delay reduces from ( 144 x Teel!+ TMLSA + TFF) to ((36 x Teel!+ TMSLA + TFF) x 7/4). By using 

pipeline structure, one word of 144-bits CAM cells are split into 4 segments which distinctly 
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shrinks the time of charging and discharging. To compare each 36 cells CAM segment is 7ns in 

our simulation. In Pipelined Search data Registers Architecture, 7 clock cycles are need to 

complete all the 4 words comparison. However, another 64ns need to be spent on reloading the 

data from reloading shift registers . Totally, 113ns need to be spent on comparing four words in 

parallel. In Multi-Bank Search data Registers Architecture, it shrinks up to 90.79% comparison 

time. Furthermore, Sub-path split Match-line Architecture saves boost further up to 95.4%. The 

performance results obtained using our design approach are encouraging compared with similar 

design techniques. 
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Figure 4-6(b) shows the simulation result by using Cadence Virtuoso for a full search cycle on a 

144-bits segments with Multi-Bank Search data Registers Architecture and new Multi- Bank 

Search data Registers Architecture which implements Sub-path split Match-line Architecture. The 

path split structure efficiently shrinks time spent on comparing each 36 cells segment further from 

7ns to 3.5ns. Ideally, it may improve more performance. However, the additional components and 

increasing complexity of circuit limit the improvement. Figure 4-6( c) shows detailed simulation 

waveform of Sub-path split Match-line Architecture. Each 36 cells segment are divided equally 

into 4 sub segment. Only if all four sub segment match, the output of match-line becomes match. 

Otherwise, output ofmatch-line is miss in all other cases as shown in Figure 4-6( c ). Figure 4-6(b) 

also reflects the state of Figure 4-4. Starting from 0ns, Bankl push its first 36 cells into CAM 

structure. After Bankl finishes all comparison, Bank2 starts to receive output result in succession. 

Without wasting any time on waiting the reloading process, the CAM structure keeps comparing 

the data with 3 different banks. 

4.5. SUMMARY 

Based on the concept of instruction pipeline, we presented different techniques to reduce the power 

consumption and improve the performance based on the Conventional NOR type Architecture. 

Our simulation shows that up to 47.78% of power savings and up to 95.4% time can be shrunk as 

compared to Conventional NOR-type Architecture. However, the architectures we presented may 

potentially increase the power consumption during the cases when most segments are matching. 

The extra power consumption comes from the additional components in our design. During all 4 

match case or 3 match with 1 miss, these additional components inevitably lead to consume more 

power than Conventional NOR-type Architecture. It also increases the area due to the increasing 
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number of transistors in our design. In future, we plan to work on further optimization of our 

pipelined CAM structure and simplify the design to address the power-performance bottleneck. 
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Chapter 5 

AN ENERGY EFFICIENT IN-MEMORY COMPUTING 

MACHINE-LEARNING CLASSIFIER 

5.1. INTRODUCTION 

In-memory computing (IMC) promises a natural solution to memory bottlenecks, such as those 

derived from ML task prediction [ 6]. In this research, we develop a low power, large scale in

memory computing scheme for linear classification. Linear classifiers provide accuracy on par 

with deep neural networks when datasets contain reasonable levels of linear separability, and they 

also decrease training time [55] [56]. In a conventional von Neumann architecture, the CPU 

orchestrates data movement and operates on it; we note that ML classification-based tasks require 

large amounts of data movement to fuel the training process [57]. Consequently, an 1/0 bottleneck 

forms due to the classification process, which then increases energy consumption [7] [8]. These 

challenges illustrate the difficulty ML algorithms face in the mobile environment: as memory-
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bound tasks, they perform inefficiently due to their von Neuman execution environment, while 

also worsening battery drain. 

IMC provides power improvements and latency reductions while offering an ML training 

environment that improves both speed and energy efficiency. Unlike conventional von Neumann 

architectures that suffer memory bottlenecks, IMC designs dramatically reduce data movement. 

IMC designs exist that reduce the power consumption and improve memory-bound task 

performance. In [58] , the authors implemented a novel SRAM structure for embedded searching 

and in-memory-computing applications, thus reducing power consumption without increasing the 

area overhead. A sparsely distributed memory scheme presented by [59] employs a hierarchical 

binary decision to reduce memory access delay and energy requirements. In [9] , the authors present 

a deep in-memory architecture (DIMA) that simultaneously accesses multiple rows of a standard 

6T bit cell array per recharge. Authors in [1][6] present an in-memory weak/strong design that 

computes linear classifiers. By combining results ofmultiple weak classifiers, they create a strong 

classifier. Despite various energy and latency reduction techniques, power consumption remains a 

persistent constraint for the circuit designer. Each of the above research studies identified 

excessive power consumption as a key challenge in embedded ML devices. Considering the vital 

importance of accuracy for classifiers, and the necessity of low power design for portable devices, 

researching power efficient ML hardware and algorithms provides a critical challenge and 

opportunity. Thus, we conduct research in high speed, low power, and reliable linear classifier 

designs for portable ML applications. 
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5.2. ARCHITECTURE 

Of the many algorithms ML researchers apply to classification problems, linear regression 

continues to play a prominent role. Linear regression methods perform admirably, their success 

hinges on the data model 's linear separability [9]. When the target dataset exhibits linear 

separability, classification through linear regression provides an efficient alternative to costlier 

deep neural networks. However, these linear classifiers may also require input data normalization 

before use. In cases where the data has poor linear separability, projecting the data into a higher 

dimensional space improves the linear separability of the points at the expense of calculating the 

projection. Such projections are used to allow a linear classifier to work with poorly separable low

dimensional data. In our experimental results section, we discuss subsampling and show that our 

linear-regression successfully predicts handwritten digits from the MNIST database with a 

likelihood of approximately 90%. Comparing various linear classifiers, such as linear regression 

and logistic regression, the implementation of linear regression generally requires fewer electrical 

or silicon elements, as projections into higher dimensional space may increase storage 

requirements and force more operations to occur before the data reaches a usable state. 
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Figure 5-1: In memory linear classifier 

In linear regression, we find an output score that corresponds with a classification decision. We 

define this score as the floating-point value y . We may write y as a linear combination of real

valued pixel-weights, wi E lffi. , with a given input pixel xi E lffi., and an intercept b E lffi. 

n-1 
n-1 ) 

y = t cw •x) = t I w1 x1 I Wj Xj + b (1) 
( J=O J=O 

The weight vector wis learned from a training set. In our in-memory classifier scheme, each row 

of the SRAM array represents a weight w1. In the default mode, 32 bits represent each weight w1. 

We include an input buffer with 81 rows representing 81 pixels . Our input set consists of images 

with single digit handwritten numbers from MNIST. 

Training and prediction operate on the input bit level. We sum the result of w1 x1,k where k 

represents a bit-wise index for the input. Under this approach, an 8-bit grey scale image may use 
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8 x 81 multiplications per input or 81 multiplications if the multiplier works at the byte level. 

However, we can instead perform the dot product in only n = 8 multiplications by operating in 

the column space of the image matrix: we treat the 81 pixels as rows, each with 8 columns. As 

shown in Equation (2), we then multiply each 81-bit column by an 81-bit weight vector ( sumk = 

W[o:si) · X[o :si),k)- We sum over all the bitwise products from each pixel. Before accumulating the 

sumk into the buffer, we provide a bit-wise shift of sumk. Only k multiplications are needed, not 

including bit shifts by zk nor the dot product of w by x. 

for (k = O; k < 8; + + k) { 

sumk = W[o:s1) · X[o :s1),k 

sum+= sumk X 2k (2) 

} 

sum+= b x 1 

As shown in Figure 5-1 , x1,k controls the value in each read word line (RWL). When x1,k = 0, we 

skip the accumulation. When x1,k = 1 , we precharge RBL to 1. Our scheme works as a 

conventional READ mode in SRAM array. The value of the weight w1 then passes into the adder. 

The value b represents the intercept value multiplied by row 82. The x value inside row 82 always 

equates to 1. 

We conducted testing of our scheme, in MATLAB and Python, and found the accuracy slightly 

impacted by the resolution of the image set. By using the original 28 x 28 pixels with 8-bit 

grayscale from MINST, we found an accuracy of 92.95%. After down sampling to 9 x 9 pixels, 

the accuracy became 89.89%. After further converting the image into 1-bit per pixel, thus creating 
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black and white only content, the accuracy became 84.83%. For circuit level simulation, we down

sampled to a 9 x 9 pixels image set, as that provided a fair trade-off with simulation effort. As each 

binarized pixel contains two values, 0 or 1, we note that WL can represent black and white 

respectively. In Equation (1 ), the output is equal to the sum of dot product of value w1 and x1. 

5.2.1 Hybrid split-data-aware (SDA) architecture to conquer process, voltage 
and temperature variation. 
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Figure 5-2: Schematic ofConventional 6T SRAM (a) and BT SRAM (b) 
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In a traditional design, an array of 6T SRAM cells are used to store the weight values. However, 

by carefully analyzing the PVT effects, including negative-bias, temperature instability and (NBTI) 

aging effects, we introduce a 6T/8T hybrid SRAM array to improve stability. Referring to related 

work in the register files domain [27] , we apply the split-data-aware architecture here to enhance 

reliability. 

For a conventional SRAM cell, failures becomes more senous with technology scaling. 

Considering process variation, fast-NMOS slow-PMOS (FS) and slow-NMOS fast-PMOS (SF) 

are the worst process comers for read and write operations [13]. In the present in-memory linear 

classifier scheme, the read operation activates more frequently than the write operation; thus, we 

adopt read mode static noise margin (RSNM) as a reliability metric for this design. 

(3) 

In addition to the process comer, the NBTI effect is another significant factor which may lead to 

large-scale memory failures [60]. In a traditional 6T SRAM cell as in Figure 5-2: Schematic of 

Conventional 6T SRAM (a) and 8T SRAM (b )(a), when the pull-up PMOS transistor (PL or PR) is 

negatively biased, interface traps are generated. Consequently, normal operation of the 6T SRAM 

array results in a small, but cumulative, increase in the voltage threshold of the PMOS transistors. 

By using the predictive technology model, we calculate the shifting Vth value. When the zero bias 

probabilities (ZBP) is 50%, the RSNM degradation in the 8T cell is negligible against the 15% 

degradation for the traditional 6T SRAM. One may calculate the long term NBTI effect from 

Equation (3) by using the predictive technology model [61] , where Kv and rJ are constant, /3 is duty 
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cycle, T is clock period and n represents the number of cycles of stress and recovery [ 62]. Figure 

5-2 shows the RSNM comparison between 6T and 8T SRAM cell. Compared with the traditional 

6T structure, the reliability of the 8T SRAM cell improves significantly. 
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Figure 5-3: SNM Buttejly Curve for 6Tand BT SRAM cell 

In our linear classifier design, the impact of reliability among different bits varies greatly. To 

illustrate this, we present Figure 5-4, showing the classic IEEE754 32-bit or single float data type. 

For each 32-bit floating point number, there are three partitions. They are sign for 1 bit, exponent 

for 8 bits and mantissa for 23 bits. The sign bit identifies the value as positive or negative. The 

following 8 bits contain the exponent as an unsigned integer. The remaining 23 bits represent a 

normalized scientific number, with the decimal point moving to the most significant bit by 

adjusting the exponent. For example, the value 137.890625 is represented by binary form 

1.000100111101 x 27 . In this case, we have O for the sign as the number is positive. Converting 

the exponent, we add 127 + 7, thus in binary we have 10000110. In the mantissa, the most 

significant bit is always equal to 1. After we omit it, the binary format of mantissa becomes 

000100111101. In order of precedence, the significant bits on the left of the mantissa affect the 
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accuracy greater than those further to the right. As shown in Figure 5-4 (b) and ( c ), we see a great 

error significance for a read failure of bit 15 versus bit 31. On the other word, maintaining the 

reliability of the sign bit, exponent and most significant bits in mantissa are more valuable than 

the less significant bits in the mantissa. 

sign exponent(& bits) milltissa (23 bits) 
I I II I 

131 30 29 28 27 26125 24 23 22121 20 19 18 17 16115 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 1 0 1 
(a) lo 1 0 0 0 o I 1 1 0 olo 0 1 0 0 1 I1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 o olo ol = 137.890625 

sign exponent(& bits) milltissa (23 bits) 
I I II I 

31 30 29 28 27 26 25 24 23 22 21 20 19 18 17 16 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 
(b) 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 = 137.390625 

exponent(& bits) milltissa (23 bits) 

29 28 27 26 25 24 22 21 20 19 18 17 16 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 

= -137.890625 

Figure 5-4: IEEE754 Single precision 32-bit (a) no fail(b) fail in bit 15 (c) fail in bit 31 

To balance the reliability and area, we carry out a hybrid split-data-aware architecture in Figure 

5-5. Assuming a 32 bits floating point format for the weights, we improve the reliability of the first 

16 bits. Specifically, we store in the 8T cells the sign bit, the following 8 exponent bits, and the 

upper 7 bits of the mantissa to improve reliability. The remaining lower order bits of the mantissa 

are stored in 6T cells to provide area efficiency and low power. We also have a power efficient 

mode, where all weights are saved as 32 bits floating numbers. Only Rank O is ON to reduce the 

unnecessary power dissipation and Rank 1 is in DEAD mode. In the high accuracy mode, our 

scheme could simply switch to 64 bits double precision by turning ON Rank 1 and cross circuit. 

The cross circuit as shown in Figure 5-6, is added here to ensure the partition sign, exponents and 

most significant bits in mantissa are always stored in 8T cells. By introducing the hybrid 8T and 

6T SRAM array, the reliability is improved significantly. In worst case, only 1/27 can be varied 

in power efficient mode and 1/220 can be varied in high accuracy mode. 
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When weights are not in floating point format, the hybrid split-data-aware scheme is also helpful. 

By splitting a decimal number into integer part and fractional part, the more significant bits are 

stored in 8T SRAM cells and less significant bits are stored in 6T SRAM cells. By different 

applications, the important bits may be different. In our MINST set testing, the range of training 

weight is between 10-4 to 109
. By turning on RankO and Rankl , 64 bits is enough to satisfy the 

accuracy. Different from floating point format, more bits are needed to support the high accuracy 

requirement. Here, we extend Rank 1 and Rank 2 to the design. 

In order to efficiently integrate two kinds of cells, we adopt the split word line scheme from [ 13]. 

The schematic of a 32-bit hybrid-cell with one reading ports and one writing port (lRlW) is shown 

in Figure 5-5. An 8T cell has two separate word lines (RWL and WWL) for reading and writing 

operations, while a 6T cell has only one word line for each operation separately. The area overhead 

of this 6T and 8T integration is - 12%. 

In read operation, write word line (WWL) is disabled and read word line (RWL) is enabled to 

finish single-ended reading process; In write operation, WWL and RWL are both enabled to 

overwrite the value in Q and QB. 
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Figure 5-5: Schematic ofhybrid-cell 

8T 6T I 8T I 6T I 8T I 6T I 8T 6T 

8T I 8T I 8T I 8T I 6T I 6T I 6T I 6T I 

Figure 5-6: Transmission gate cross circuit 

5.2.2 Trimodal architecture 

Trimodal architecture has three different modes of operation as shown in Figure 5-7. They are 

WRITE mode, CLASSIFY mode and DEAD mode. In WRITE mode, the SRAM array overwrites 

the existing values in Q and QB. In CLASSIFY mode, SRAM array performs the regular READ 

operation. In DEAD mode, when any particular rank is not selected, all the bit lines and word lines, 

precharge and discharge will be disconnected and a drowsy transistor is added to reduce the 

leakage current. This transistor is shared by 128 SRAM cells. During the write and classify 
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operation, the drowsy transistor is on to enable the discharge to Gnd. This results in 33 .52% of 

leakage current reduction with almost zero area overhead. 

DROWSY=l 

DROWSY=l DROWSY=0 

(a) 

I 
-, 

I 
I 

DROWSY ~ : Shared byx128 cells 

·----
(b) 

Figure 5-7: Trimodal architecture. (a) three modes (b) drowsy transistor 

Based on different accuracy requirements, our scheme can switch among 32-bit, 64-bit and 128-

bit modes. In 32-bit mode, only the Rank 0 is ON, all other ranks are switched to DEAD mode. 

Since the frequency of operation in CLASSIFY mode is much higher than that of the WRITE 

mode, the input data buffer is designed close to Rank 0 which is always on. 
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5.2.3 Hierarchical Tree Structure 

In [63] , all 45 strong binary classifiers are activated simultaneously providing high performance 

classification, but this also results in high power consumption. To address this issue, we have 

designed an energy efficient hierarchical tree structure. The schematic is shown in Figure 5-8. 

Three select signals are required to enable a classifier of which two signals to select a particular 

classifier and one select signal to select a particular group. Select Signal en _group is selected in 

chronological order from group 0 to group 3. A 10- bit status register is required to record the 

status of each number. At the beginning of comparison, the initial values in the status register are 

all equal to 1, which means every number is a candidate. In Figure 5-8, first group O is selected 

and en_ num2, en_ num3 , en_ num6 and en_ num7 are loaded from the status register whose values 

are all equal to 1. After the completion of group 0, the status register values in bit positions 2, 3, 6 

and 7 will be updated depending on te the results from classifier 2/3 and 6/7. In this example, the 

classifier predicts the values 3 and 7, so the status register values in bit positions 2 and 6 will be 

updated to 0. Now the status register values are and select signal values are passed to group 1. 

Since en_ num2 and en_ num6 has been updated to value Oit will disable the classifier 2/4 and 5/6. 

Likewise, all the unnecessary classifiers are disabled in group 2 and group 3 depending on the 

values in the status register updated during each stage In the final stage, the status register will 

hold the value ' 1' in one of the bit locations which is the final prediction value. 

We test our design with down-sampled 9 x 9 grayscale images (8-bit representation) from the 

MNIST database. This results in 89.79% prediction accuracy using the hierarchical tree structure. 

In case of 9 x 9 black and white images (1-bit representation) from the MNIST database, the 

prediction accuracy goes up to 84.81 %. In addition to achieving similar prediction accuracy as 

obtained in [63] , our design also achieves greater power savings which is approximately 80.00% 
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-----------------------------------------------------------------------------,
: en num2 ~~en num6 •,, - Classifier Classifier - • 
: en_group0 / / en_group0 Group o :

2 3 6
•, en_num3 AND ! AND en_num7 :'----------------------------~----I ____ ..,.,. ________________________________ _.. ',,, 
,------------------------------~---- ------------"-~---------------------------,
: Classifier Classifier Classifier Classifier Classifier Classifier :
! 0 / 1 2 / 4 3 / 4 5 / 6 5 / 7 8 / 9 Group ! 

!----------------------------i----------------~---------.1---------------'•, ______ ' , I ,',, ,,' : ,, 
,-----------·------------~---------- ---------------~------,4-----------------,,
: Classifier • Classifier Classifier Classifier Classifier ' Classifier : 

: 0/2 0/3 0/4 5/8 5/9 6/8 : 

• -----.. ~----- -----.. ~---- , -----.. Group 2 :
: Classifier Classifier Classifier Classifier Classifier Classifier : 

t 1/2 1/ 3 1/4 6/9 7/ 8 7/9 :·---------------- ,,~--------------t ·--------::-~ .---------------------- __, 
,----------------1------------------ -------~·=-------------------------------,,

Classifier Classifier Classifier Classifier Classifier 
0/5 0/7 0/8 0/9 1/5 

-Classifier Classifier Classifier Classifier Classifier 

1/6 1/8 1/9 2/5 2/6 

Classifier Classifier Classifier Classifier Classifier 
Group 3 

2/7 2/9 3/5 3/6 3/7 

Classifier Classifier Classifier Classifier Classifier 

3 /8 4/5 4/6 4/7 4/8 

Classifier 

4/9. ,
'-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Figure 5-8: Schematic ofhierarchical tree structure 
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5.3. TOP LEVEL SCHEME 
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Figure 5-9: Top level Schematic ofa O. vs 1 classifier 

Figure 5-9 shows the top level schematic for of a O vs. 1 classifier. The verification is done by 

using 180nm TSMC library in Cadence Virtuoso. The simulation results show that the prediction 

accuracy could perfectly match conventional von Neumann (CVN) structure. 
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5.4. SIMULATION RESULTS 

The proper operation of our design is verified by performing extensive Cadence Virtuoso 

simulations. All simulations presented in this section are based on a 128 x 128 SRAM array in a 

1.8V TSMC 180nm CMOS process. Our scheme is expected to scale well into lower technologies, 

as well. Training data is computed by MATLAB and Python. 

5.4.1 Area Overhead 

WBLB VDD WBL RBL WBLB VDD RBL 

E 
i: 

~ 
N21195 nm 17145 nm 

BT BT I ... BT 6T ... I 6T 6T 

Figure 5-10: Hybrid SDA SRAM cell layout 

Figure 5-10 shows the layout we designed for hybrid split-data-aware architecture. Comparing 

with a conventional 6T cell SRAM array, the area of a SDA-8T-6T SRAM array results in - 12% 

area overhead. 
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5.4.2 Static noise margin analysis 
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Figure 5-11: Monte Carlo Simulation for Vih variation (a) 6T cell! (b) BT cell 
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Figure 5-12: SNM considering NBTI effect (a) 6T SRAM (b) BT SRAM 
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Figure 5-13: SNM reduction considering temperature variation 

Referring to the results of [64] , the Monte Carlo Simulation is done for RSNM while considering 

NBTI effect, as shown in Figure 5-12. Compared to 6T SRAM cells, 8T SRAM cells have higher 

reliability and better resilience to temperature changes. As temperature increases, there is an 

observed reduction in the RSNM of6T SRAM cell. The various SNM curves obtained by varying 

the temperature from -100°C to 100°C is shown in Figure 5-13. 

5.4.3 Power Consumption and leakage current 

Our proposed design has an accuracy equivalent to the conventional von Neumann (CVN) 

architecture, while achieving ten-way classification at an energy requirement of 22.789 nJ per 

decision. The operating frequency is 62.5 MHz and we achieve up to 6.4 times reduction in energy 

consumption compared to CVN [ 15]. Significant power savings comes from the different 

techniques we have implemented. Energy consumption due to data access is limited by employing 

in-memory computing. Based on intense dataset analysis, the multi-rank architectures and 

hierarchical tree structure are introduced which further reduce power consumption. 
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Figure 5-14 shows the power consumption in different cases. When all 128 bits are turned ON and 

when all the input image pixel values are equal to 1, the power consumption goes as high as 

3 .44m W. In comparison with high accuracy mode, the power consumption drops down to 1.97m W 

when only 32 bits are turned ON. A power saving of around 42.73% is achieved by using the 

multi-rank architecture. When all the input image pixels are 0, there is a 90% power saving in the 

32 bits mode while achieving 84.62% power saving in the 128 bits mode. When input image pixels 

are equal to 0, the product w1 x1 is always equal to 0. All factors that cause unnecessary power 

dissipation including discharging, addition and buffer renew are avoided. 
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Figure 5-14: Power comparison 

The leakage current is reduced by employing a drowsy transistor as shown in Figure 5-7. The 

hybrid split-data-aware architecture efficiently boosts the reliability. The effect of employing a 

drowsy transistor in a single 6T and a single 8T SRAM cell is given by the graphs in Figure 5-15. 

On observing the amount of current flowing through the leakage path of the SRAM cell, we 
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conclude that 33.52% of leakage current reduction can be attained using the drowsy mode of 

operation. 
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Figure 5-15: Leakage current analysis for drowsy transistor 
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5.4.4 Timing Diagram 
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Figure 5-16: Timing Diagram ofO vs. I classifier 

Figure 5-16 shows the timing diagram for Ovs. 1 classify operation in proposed scheme. The first 

4 bits of the down-sampled 9 x 9 image pixels with 1 bit B/W representation are shown in this 

example. The weights are represented by a 64-bit integer value. Only Rank Oand Rank 1 are turned 

ON in order to reduce the energy dissipation. In our design, a PRE_ CLK _ BAR signal is used to 

control the bit line precharge, input image data read operation and ADD and MULTIPLY operation. 

For 1 bit B/W image, only the ADDER is activated. First, the PRE_ CLK _ BAR is set to 0, which 

means the precharge circuit is ON and RBL is precharged to 1. Simultaneously, the input decoder 

selects the right image pixel value and the ADDER is disabled. In the second half period, 

PRE_ CLK _ BAR switched ON and the precharge operation is completed. The value in R WL is 

decided by corresponding output of the decoder and the image pixel value X. The decoder selects 
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the certain pixel of the image x1 and passes only this value to RWL1. All other RWLs are equal to 

0. When RWL1 is 0, there is a discharge in RBL and ADD operation is disabled in order to 

eliminate unnecessary energy consumption. When RWL1 is 1, the SRAM array works as 

conventional SRAM in READ mode. The values in one row of the SRAM array will be passed to 

ADDER. A second clock signal ADD_ CLK with ¼ period delay compared to PRE_ CLK _ BAR is 

used here. At the rising edge of ADD_ CLK, the ADDER sums the values between ALU Buffer 

Register and product of w1 and x1. After PERCHARGE _ CLK _ BAR switches back to 0, the D 

Latch array inside the ALU will hold the values until they are read at the negative edge of 

ADD_ CLK. ADDER keeps incrementing the values and stores the results in the ALU Buffer 

Register. After all 82 rows are read, the resulting value in the Buffer register is compared with 

threshold of the particular classifier and the classification result. 

5.5. SUMMARY 

A novel in-memory computing linear classifier has been presented for portable ML devices. From 

the simulation results it can be verified that our scheme has attained 6.4 times energy savings and 

54.67% improved reliability compared with the conventional von Neumann architecture [65]. The 

architecture we propose can be extended to include other machine learning techniques like random 

forest algorithm to be performed as an in memory computing scheme thus handling the 1/0 

bottleneck faced in the modern processors. 
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Chapter 6 

CONCLUSION 

This dissertation explores effective improvements among power, reliability and performance for 

different applications, in particular, memory architectures. The major contributions of this 

dissertation are detailed as follows : 

6.1. POWER EFFICIENT EMBEDDED MEMORY AND REGISTER FILES 
DESIGN 

We had developed a low power SRAM design using variation and aging aware concepts for 

MPEG-4 video processors. The design uses high and low voltage for upper and lower bits. The 

approach shows a significant reduction in power consumption. Simulation results show that 85%, 

90%, and 79% reduction in write power, read power, and leakage current can be obtained as 

compared to standard SRAM design. At the same time, 72%, 80%, and 62% reduction in write 

power, read power, and leakage current can be achieved as compared to existing SVS design. 

Besides that, an ultra-low voltage split-data-aware embedded SRAM is presented to reduce the 

power consumption in multimedia applications further. Three technologies are used: 1) hybrid bit 
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cell array. We use a 1OT + 8T hybrid bit cell array to exploit their power efficiency in video 

applications. 2) Separate the control signal of the shared footer (WL) from RWL to reduce the 

leakage current. 3) Bit-Truncation Technique is used to reduce the computation complexity. 

Simulation results demonstrate that the proposed design achieves 95% power savings as compared 

to the conventional SRAM. 

In Register files domain, a clock-biased local bit line is presented to reduce the power consumption 

for high performance register files. In this research, 49.5% read latency reduction and 39.4% power 

savings can be achieved by controlling the threshold voltage ofthe keeper structure in register files . 

We extend our hybrid idea into register files area to conquer the negative bias temperature 

instability effect. 8T SRAM cells are used to conquer the NBTI effect for the most significant bits, 

and 6T SRAM cells are used to maintain the area efficiency. The proposed design achieves 11.4% 

and 24.8% RF reliability improvement with 0.6% and 2.2% area penalty in high performance 

system and embedded system. In trimodal register files design, our technique employs a trimodal 

bit-cell and relates these three modes to states of registers, thereby reducing RF power 

consumption. Simulation results demonstrate the significant reduction in power consumption and 

noticeable reliability mitigation with minimal area overhead while maintaining almost the same 

performance as compared with the conventional design. 

6.2. POWER EFFICIENT AND HIGH SPEED CIRCUIT/ARCHITECTURE 
CONTENT-ADDRESSABLE MEMORY DESIGN 

We had developed two high speed and low power CAM designs for modem IoT devices. By 

implementing a match line pipeline scheme, the power consumption spent on match line is reduced 

significantly. In addition to that, a multi-bank architecture is implemented to improve the search 

speed. The simulation results show that up to 37.32% power savings can be obtained and 90.79% 
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time can be shrieked as compared to conventional NOR-type CAM design. Because of the bank 

structure, the comparison speed improved dramatically. A distributed search line precharge 

architecture is introduced to improve the power saving further in search lines. By implementing 

the pipelining architecture in both search line level and match line level, we achieve up to 47.78% 

reduction in power consumption and 95.4% time saving compared with conventional NOR-type 

Architecture CAM design. 

6.3. POWER EFFICIENT IN-MEMORY COMPUTING LINEAR 
CLASSIFIER DESIGN FOR MACHINE LEARNING APPLICATIONS 

We have developed a tree-based in-memory computing machine-learning classifier implemented 

in SRAM array. By analyzing the characteristics of linear regression in the machine learning 

algorithm, a high speed and lower power in memory computing linear classifier is presented. 

Compared with conventional von Neumann architectures, our in-memory computing scheme 

promises a natural solution to memory bottlenecks. In this research, we did refer many techniques 

from previous research. 1) A 8T and 6T hybrid SRAM cells architecture is used in our scheme to 

balance the reliability and area. 2) The idea of multi-bank is also implemented in our design to 

satisfy different accuracy requirements. 3) A trimodal scheme is introduced to reduce the power 

consumption and leakage current. 4) A hierarchical tree structure is designed to save the power 

dissipation further. Our design efficiently saves the energy spending on data access compared with 

conventional digital SRAM system. 

6.4. FUTURE WORK 

The growing popularity ofmobile and portable devices has resulted in the rapid growth ofdemand 

for granular designs. Our future work concerns deeper analysis based on different mechanisms, 

algorithms and implementations. By investigating the characteristics of various applications, 
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suitable circuit and system level techniques and architectures can be explored. We plan to research 

the use of in-memory computing for large scale machine learning applications. 
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